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Abstract: Steganography is the science and art of covert
communication. Conversely, steganalysis is the study of
uncovering the steganographic process. The evolution of
steganography has been paralleled by the development
of steganalysis. In this game of hide and seek, the two
player’s steganography and steganalysis always want to
break the other down. Over the past three decades, re-
search has produced a plethora of remarkable image
steganography techniques (ISTs). The major challenge for
most of these ISTs is to achieve a fair balance between the
metrics suchashighhiding capacity (HC), better impercep-
tibility, and improved security. This study aims to present
an exhaustive scrutiny of various ISTs from the classical to
recent developments in the spatial domain,with respect to
various image steganographicmetrics. Further, the current
status, recent developments, open challenges, andpromis-
ing directions in this field are also highlighted.

Keywords: Image steganography, steganalysis, hiding ca-
pacity, imperceptibility, security

1 Introduction
Recent innovation in digitization led to the production
of an enormous amount of information every day. Stor-
ing, transmitting and sharing this confidential informa-
tion over an open and insecure communication channel
is still an unsolved challenge [1]. In this aspect, data
security techniques such as cryptography, watermarking
and steganography have received immense interest from
researchers. Figure 1 shows the classification of various
data security techniques. In fact, these three security tech-
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niques so closely equate to each other that their fundamen-
tal objective is to achieve confidentiality of data during
transmission. However, the working principles and guid-
ing paradigms are different from each other. Therefore, to
have a clear understanding of their functionalities and to
eradicate the fuzziness, Table 1 compares these three secu-
rity techniques.

The literature has produced various state-of-the-art re-
views on steganography and steganalysis. Table 4 summa-
rizes their contributions in brief. In this paper, the authors
have highlighted the major issues, current status, and crit-
ical challenges for various state-of-the-art spatial domain
ISTs. The significant contributions of the proposed study
are highlighted below.

1. Various cutting edge research articles ranging from
infant to matured ISTs have been reviewed. Figure 2
shows a pictorial representation of the statistics for
year-wise publications that are inspected in this
work. Moreover, around 65% of the refereed papers
are recent and published after 2015.

2. Further, the complete list of available IS parameters
are discussed at length. Next, utilizing these param-
eters, a comparative analysis of the referred tech-
niques is presented.

3. Also, the major issues and underlying benefits that
exist with various spatial domain ISTs are presented
with an accomplished illustration of each.

4. Additionally, the recent developments in this field,
particularly with the advent of machine learning
(ML) based ISTs are also discussed.

5. Finally, some promising future directions to look for-
ward in this domain have been suggested.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: A brief
history of ancient steganography is presented in Section
1.1. Section 2 discusses various data security techniques.
In Section 3, the performance appraisal metrics of ISTs
are outlined. Then, Section 4 meticulously presents the
review of various spatial domain ISTs with their merits
and issues. Next, Section 5 overviews the recent develop-
ment in steganography and steganalysis concerningML al-
gorithms. Further, Section 6 presents the open challenges
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Figure 1: Classification of data security techniques

Table 1: Comparision of the working principles for cryptography, watermarking, and Steganography

Criterion Cryptography Watermarking Steganography
Objective Encrypted communication Content authentication and

copyright preservation
Covert communication

Authentication Yes Yes No
Cover selection Not required Usually image, audio, or video Any digital object

Key Mandatory Optional Optional
Attacks Cryptanalysis attacks:

ciphertext only attack,
known-plaintext attack,

chosen-plaintext
attack, brute-force attack, man
in the middle attack, birthday

attack, timing attack,
dictionary attack

Image processing attacks: salt
and pepper noise, cropping

attack, rotation attack,
sharpening attack, JPEG attack,

median filtering attack,
quantization, temporal

modification

Steganalysis attacks: regular
and singular (RS) analysis,
pixel difference histogram
(PDH) attack, chi-square
attack, and sample pair

analysis (SPA)

Robustness Not required Should be high Should be high
HC Not required Should be high Should be high

Imperceptibility Not required Should be high Should be high
Visibility Always visible Depending upon the type of

watermarking, it can be visible
or invisible

Always invisible

Output Encrypted text Watermarked object Camouflage object
Merits It offers both authentication

and integrity, along with
confidentiality.

It offers both authentication
and integrity, along with

confidentiality.

None apart from the sender
and receiver can suspect the

existence of the
communication.

Demerits The communication is visible
to the outsider

HC is usually low Steganography itself alone can
not provide authentication and

integrity
Purpose is lost If the communicating message

is decrypted
If the watermark is abolished

or heavily tampered
If the attacker knows

communication
Origin Very ancient Modern era Very ancient
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Figure 2: Displaying year-wise publications considered in this review.

and future scopes of IS. Finally, the concluding remarks
are drawn in Section 7.

1.1 Ancient steganography

The etymology of steganography is Greek in origin, and
is a combination of two different words ‘steganos’ which
means covered and ‘graphia’ which means writing. This
section briefly discusses the rich history of steganogra-
phy. The literature suggests the term ‘steganography’ was
first coined in c. 1499 by Johannes Trithemius in his work
‘Steganographia’. However, the steganographic practices
were in use during the centuries before Trithemius publi-
cation. In his book ‘The Histories’, Herodotus mentioned,
during the middle of 400 BC, how Demaratus (king of
Sparta) and Histiaeus (ruler of Miletus) skilfully commu-
nicate using hidden messages. Demeratus wrote the warn-
ingmessage to Greece about the forthcoming attack inside
the piece of wood, which was placed beneath a wax tablet.
Likewise, Histiaeus tattooed amessage on hismessenger’s
shaved scalp and then waited for the hair to regrow. The
message was sent to Aristagoras (leader of Miletus), who
once again shaved the scalp of the messenger to recover
the hidden message. During World War I the German se-
cret service agencies were using invisible ink for spy com-
munication. Here, the confidential messages are hidden
on paper using secret inks and once the ink becomes dry,
the paper looks as though nothing has been written on it.
However, using some skilful techniques, the hidden mes-
sages can be visible either by sloping the paper at a fixed
angle, or by applying heat. This depends upon the ink be-
ing used. Another interesting and popular steganography
technique is the microdot that was extensively practiced

duringWorldWar II. The invention of the microdot is cred-
ited to the Germans, and it was theywhowere using it with
balloons and pigeons. In the microdot technique, the se-
cret messages can be reduced to a very small dot (close to 1
mm) and embedded in another message. Later the dot can
be enlarged to retrieve the original message. One such fas-
cinating idea was to send the messages using ideograms
or ideographs. An ideogram is just a symbol to represent
a given message. In the ancient days, it was a popular em-
bedding technique in China. History also tells, steganogra-
phy was used in many forms, such as inserting a message
in a postage stamp, null cipher, andmorse code, etc. These
are a few notable steganography techniques that people
were using mostly before digitization.

2 Data security techniques
This section discusses three data security techniques,
namely, cryptography, watermarking and steganography.
In short, the rich history of these techniques, working prin-
ciples, and the potential application areas are discussed.

2.1 Cryptography

Around 4000 ages ago, ancient Egyptian’s were using lo-
gographic scripts or characters called ‘hieroglyphs’ for se-
cret communication. Later, these pictographic forms were
the basis of cryptography and thereby gave the birth for
various digital cipher techniques such asmono-alphabetic
substitution and Caesar shift. Cryptography is the art of se-
cret writing by converting secret information into a mean-
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Figure 3: General structure of the cryptographic communication process.

ingless or unintelligible form. This can be accomplished
by usingmathematical theories and computational intelli-
gence.

Figure 3 displays the general working principle of
cryptographic communication between the sender and re-
ceiver. The basic components of cryptographic systems are
(1) the information which has to be securely transmitted
(plaintext) (2) the encryption algorithm, which uses se-
cret information to transform the plaintext into an absurd
form (ciphertext) (3) the decryption algorithm for retriev-
ing the secret information, and (4) the key. Generally, the
encryption and decryption algorithms require the use of
keys for encryption and decryption. Therefore, the keys
need to be strong and have to be stored in a safe place,
in order to make the encryption computationally unbreak-
able. So, the keys are the key to achieving a high degree
of confidentiality. The cryptographic keys are grouped into
either secret or public keys. Secret keys are those that are
known only to the originator and the intended receiver.
Conversely, public keys are known to all. Cryptanalysis is
the process of breaking the encrypted information to re-
trieve confidential information. Fromhieroglyphs toWorld
War II, cryptography has been extensively used primar-
ily for secure communications between the sender and
receiver. Recently, cryptography had become the corner-
stone of various modern-day applications. Figure 4 shows
some of the applications of cryptography.

Figure 4: Applications of cryptography.

2.2 Digital Watermarking

Watermarking is a kind of digital marking technique pre-
dominantly utilized for ownership identification. Digitally,
it was initially coined by Andrew Tirkel et al. [38] in 1992.
Generally, the watermark is inserted in a signal known as
the host signal. The receiver retrieves the watermark from
the watermarked signal. Imperceptibility and robustness
are the two fundamental requirements for watermarking
techniques. Figures 5 and 6 show the procedure of water-
mark insertion and extraction pictorially. Watermarking
can be fragile, robust, or semi-fragile. The fragile water-
mark cannot extract thewatermark after the slightestmod-
ification to the watermark. Consequently, they are com-
monly applicable for authentication purposes only. On the
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Figure 5:Watermarking embedding process.

Figure 6:Watermarking extraction process.

Figure 7: Applications of digital watermarking.

other hand, the robust watermarking technique is able to
extract thewatermark accurately even after there has been
some alteration to the watermark. Therefore, these tech-
niques are commonly applied for copyright protection. Fi-
nally, the semi-fragile watermark technique takes bene-
fits from both robust and fragile watermarks. These tech-
niques are primarily used for both integrity and authenti-
cation. Further, the semi-fragile watermark techniques are
able to detect the tempered area localization and recovery.

Figure 7 shows the various applications of watermarking
in real life.

2.3 Digital steganography

The basic idea of steganography is to hide the very exis-
tence of the secret communication from the unintended re-
ceiver. With advances in digitization, steganography has
seen enormous possibilities. Since the core concept of
steganographic communication lies in the secrecy of the
transmission, therefore, it is more suitable in applications
where encryption-based communication is restricted. To-
day, steganography has been part and parcel for various
IoT enabled industry applications, smart cities, medical
imaging, and military applications, etc. Figure 8 displays
the general structure of the steganographic embedding
and extraction process.

Instinctively, steganography is a kind of double-edged
sword. Due to the property of invisibility, steganography
is also famous among antisocial elements for covert com-
munication. It is believed that steganographic communica-
tion was one of the weapons behind the 9/11 World Trade
Center attack. Figure 9 shows various real-life applications
of steganography.
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Figure 8: General structure of the steganographic communication process.

Figure 9: Applications of steganography.

The steganographic process uses various digital ob-
jects as the carrier signals such as image, text, DNA, video,
audio, and text, etc. Due to the property of innocence of
digital images, researchers have preferred images as the
carrier signal for hiding secret information. Also, the pres-
ence of redundant pixels in an image makes it even more
suitable for embedding secret information. Hiding confi-
dential information inside the image is known as image
steganography (IS). Figure 10 shows various domains in
which steganography can be operated. However, most of
the techniques presented in the literature were highly fo-
cused on either the spatial or transform domain.

Spatial domain techniques depend solely on the pix-
els of the image for data embedding. Mostly, direct ma-
nipulation of the OI pixels is performed to achieve the ob-
jective. Therefore, spatial domain techniques are simple

Figure 10: Various steganography domains.

and less time-consuming. On the other hand, transform
domain techniques utilize the frequency content, and they
are based on orthogonal transformation (frequency and
phase) to the image. In the transform domain, apply-
ing various transformations and inverse transformations,
such as Fourier, Laplace, and Z the embedding process is
carried out. Some common transform domain techniques
are (1) discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) (2) discrete
wavelet transformation (DWT) (3) discrete cosine transfor-
mation (DCT), and (4) singular value decomposition. Fig-
ure 11 displays the classification of spatial domain ISTs.

In the context of IS, the original image (OI) is the one
input image that is used for sending the secret data. Simi-
larly, the camouflage image (CI) is the output image which
carries the secret information. The secret information is
the confidential message that the sender wants to trans-
mit to the receiver. Finally, the embedding and extraction
algorithms are the data hiding algorithms that are used to
embed and extract the secret bits, respectively.
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Figure 11: Classification of spatial domain ISTs.

3 Performance appraisal metrics
for the ISTs

The primary objectives for any ISTs are to simultaneously
achieve (1) high HC, (2) better imperceptibility, and (3)
greater robustness or security. The HC refers to the abil-
ity to hide the maximum number of secret data. It is usu-
ally computed in bits. Imperceptibility suggests CI qual-
ity. The CI and OI should be visually indistinguishable.
In other words, the CI should be imperceptible from the
OI. The quality of subtlety in the CI can be computed
using various image quality assessment metrics such as
(1) mean square error (MSE), (2) peak signal-to-noise ra-
tio (PSNR), (3) weighted PSNR (WPSNR) (4) root mean
square error (RMSE), (5) universal image quality index
(Q), (6) structural similarity index (SSIM), (7) normalized
cross-correlation (NCC), (8) Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence (DKL), (9) Manhattan distance (MD) and (10) Eu-
clidean distance (ED).

Similarly, security refers to the attack resistance abil-
ity (ARA). However, these metrics has an adverse impact
on the performance of each other. Figure 12 shows the con-
flicting relation among these threemetrics. So, an ideal IST
should always look to achieve a fair balance among these
three conflicting measures. Further, the requirements for

Figure 12: Adverse relation among the HC, imperceptibility, and
security.

Table 2: Requirements for an eflcient IST.

Metric Condition
HC Should be High
Imperceptibility Should be High
Security or ARA Should be High
Tamper resistance Should be High
Computation complexity Should be Low

an efficient and competent IST are mentioned in Table 2.
Following this, the performance appraisal metrics for the
ISTs are presented below in Table 3.
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Table 3: IS performance appraisal metrics.

The hiding capacity (HC) is the total number of bits an image can conceal. It is also known as embedding capacity,
or capacity. The HC should be high for delivering a considerable amount of secret bits. Further, the bits per pixel
(BPP) gives the average embedding rate for each pixel. BPP is found using Equation (1).

BPP = Size of concealed bitsSize of OI (1)

PSNR computes the distortion in the CI in Decibel (dB). Better quality of CI can be obtained when the PSNR is high.
It can be measured using Equation (2).

PSNR = 10 × log10
255 × 255

MSE (2)

Where MSE can be calculated using Equation (3).

MSE = 1
x × y Σ

x
p=1 Σyq=1 (Opq − Cpq)

2
(3)

Where Opq and Cpq are the corresponding OI and CI pixels at pth and qth coordinates.
RMSEmeasures the distortion in the CI. It can be obtained using Equation (4).

RMSE =

√︃
1
x × y Σ

x
p=1 Σ

y
q=1 (Opq − Cpq)

2
(4)

The WPSNR quality metric is an advancement of PSNR. WPSNR considers the properties of the human visual
system.WPSNR can be obtained using Equation (5).

WPSNR = 10 × log10
255 × 255
MSE × NVF (5)

Where NVF represents the noise visibility function. NVF ranges from 0 (complete complex area) to 1 (complete
smooth area). Equation (6) is used to obtain NVF.

NVF = NORM
(︂

1
1 + σ2BLOCK

)︂
(6)

Where σ is the standard deviation and NORM function used to normalize the obtained value to either 0 or 1.
Normalized absolute error (NAE) is used to measure image quality. NAE can be computed using Equation (7).

NAE =
Σxp=1Σ

y
q=1(|Opq − Cpq|)
Σxp=1Σ

y
q=1Opq

(7)

A larger value for the NAE is the indication of a distorted image.
Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) is used to compute the degree of proximity or similarity between the OI and
CI. NCC can be calculated using Equation (8).

NCC =
x∑︁
p=1

y∑︁
q=1

(Opq × Cpq)(︀
OPq

)︀2 (8)

NCC ranges from −1 to 1. The value of NCC close to 1 denotes the high proximity between the OI and CI.
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TheMD is used to find the sum of the fluctuation between the corresponding pixels. Assume the OI pixels are O(o0,
o1, o2, o3. . . . . . , o255) and the CI pixels are C(c0, c1, c2, c3. . . . . . , c255). In other words, the MD finds the fluctuation
between the histograms of the OI and CI. It can be obtained using Equation (9).

MD(O, C) = Σ255p=0|op − cp| (9)

The ED is used to find the root of the total square differences. The ED(OI, CI) can be obtained using Equation (10).

ED(OI, CI) =
√︁
Σ255p=0 |(oP − cP)2| (10)

KL divergence (DKL) is utilized to compute the difference between the histograms of the OI and CI. Assume h1 and
h2 are the respective histograms for the OI and CI. Let DKL1 represent the DKL from h1 to h2. Similarly, assume DKL2
represents the DKL from h2 to h1. DKL1and DKL2 can be obtained using Equations (11) and (12).

DKL1 = Σ255p=0h1(p) × log
h1(p)
h2(p) (11)

DKL2 = Σ255p=0h2(p) × log
h2(p)
h1(p) (12)

Finally, the mean DKL (DKLmean) is obtained using Equation (13).

DKLmean =
DKL1 + DKL1

2 (13)

Q and SSIM both measure the similarity between OI and CI. The optimum value for both Q and SSIM is 1. Q can be
found using Equation (14).

Q = 4σococ(︀
σo2 + σc2

)︀
[
(︁
o)2 + (c)2

]︁ (14)

Where σoc is the co-variance, o and c are the mean, σ2o and σ2c are the standard deviation for the corresponding OI
and CI. o, c, σ2o, σ2c , and σoc are calculated using Equations (15), (16), (17), (18) and (19).

o = 1
x × y Σ

x
p=1Σyq=1 (opq) (15)

σ2o =
1

x × y − 1Σ
x
p=1Σyq=1(opq − o)

2
(16)

c = 1
x × y Σ

x
p=1Σyq=1(cpq) (17)

σ2c =
1

x × y − 1Σ
x
p=1Σxq=1(cpq − c)

2
(18)
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σoc =
1

x × y − 1Σ
x
p=1Σxq=1 (opq − o) (cpq − c) (19)

SSIM can be computed by using Equation (20).

SSIM = (2µoµc + k1) (2σoc + k2)(︀
µ2o + µ2c + k1

)︀
(σ2o+σ2c + k2) (20)

Where, k1 are k2 are the constants. σoc is the covariance. µo and µc are the mean, µ2o and µ2c are variance and σ2o
and σ2c are the standard deviations for the corresponding OI and CI.
An overflow and underflowproblem (OUP) occurs when the pixels after embedding exceeds 255 or goes below 0.
Since the value beyond 255 or below 0 is not considered, therefore, the OUP pixel loses its original value. With this,
the secret bits that are embedded in those pixels will also be lost. So, at the receiving end, the secret bits cannot be
extracted accurately. This results in an incorrect output image. Also, the hidden data inside the pixels will be lost.
To avoid this, the OUP pixels should not be chosen for embedding. Therefore, the occurrence of OUP results in an
inaccurate CI or reduces the HC significantly. So, OUP should be avoided.
Steganalysis: Security to the embedded data is of paramount importance during data transmission. Therefore,
for any steganography technique, the success primarily lies in its ARA. In this aspect, the process of finding the
presence of secret information from the SI is called steganalysis. There are many such steganalysis techniques
available, and they can be classified into either structural or non-structural steganalysis. Some of the structural
steganalysis techniques are RS analysis, bit plane analysis, pixel difference histogram (PDH) analysis, chi-square
statistical attack, sample pair analysis (SPA) and weighted stego (WS) analysis. On the other hand, non-structural
steganalysis utilizes the concept of feature extraction to model the OI. Further, the trained classifier identifies the
difference in features for the Ol as well as the CI. Some commonly used non-structural steganalysis techniques are
subtractive pixel adjacency matrix (SPAM) and spatial-rich model (SRM).
RSanalysis is statistical analysis. To implement this, initially, partition the image into various disjoint pixel groups.
Suppose one such group is O = (oi, oi+1 . . . on), where oi, oi+1 . . . on are the pixels belonging to this group. To
measure the smoothness of each pixel group, the discrimination function defined as f(oi, oi+1 . . . on) =

∑︀n−1
i=1 |oi+1−

oi|. A greater value for f() signifies the greater scale of noise and vice versa. Further, the two opposite flipping
functions F1 and F−1 are used for the transformation from an even to odd and odd to even pixel respectively. Then,
the pixels are grouped into regular (Rm and R−m), and singular (Sm and S−m) groups. Equations (21), (22), (23)
and (24) are used to compute the regular and singular pixel groups.

Rm = Total number of blocks satisfying f (F1 (O)) > f (O)Total number of blocks (21)

Sm = Total number of blocks satisfying f (F1 (O)) < f (O)Total number of blocks (22)

R−m = Total number of blocks satisfying f (F−1 (O)) > f (O)
Total number of blocks (23)

S−m = Total number of blocks satisfying f (F−1 (O)) < f (O)
Total number of blocks (24)
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Now, using these groups, the RS-plot is observed where the HC is represented in the x-axis, and the regular and
singular groups are represented in the y-axis. At first, ten CIs are obtained from the OI. Here, the first SI contains
10% of the secret data. Similarly, for the successive images, the embedding rate is promoted at the rate of 10% each.
Finally, the tenth CI contains 100%of the secret data. Then, drawing the curves for the regular and singular groups,
the RS plot can be obtained. Further, from the observed plot, if the case Rm ≈ R−m > Sm ≈ S−m is satisfied, then the
technique effectively withstands against RS analysis. But, the case R−m − S−m > Rm − Sm exposes the technique.
PDH analysis analyzes the difference between the OI and CI using a histogram. This is implemented as follows. At
first, create blocks of two successive pixels each. Let vi be the fluctuation between two successive pixels in each
block. The minimum and maximum intensity values for a pixel are 0 and 255. Therefore, vivalues will be in the
range from −255 to 255. Now, calculate the frequency of each vi. Plot a graph with the frequency of vi in the y-axis
and the distinct vi values on the x-axis. Observe the above steps for both OI and CI. Then the PDH plot will be
obtained. Now, from the PDH plot, if we observe the curves for both the OI and CI are smooth lines which overlap
each other, then there is no evidence of hidden data. However, a zig-zag curve with clear separation from the OI
curve for the CI exposes the technique.
Bit plane analysis: The bit plane analysis can capture the presence of embedded information from the LSBs of the
pixels. Each plane for a pixel has some correlation with their neighbor planes. The structural feature for the pixels
can be altered when there is a change to any of the bit planes. Therefore, analyzing the individual bit planes of the
CI can lead to exposing the presence of secret information for the LSBS based techniques.
Chi-square analysis (x2c ): A Chi-square test is a statistical test initially developed byWestfield and Pfitzmann [34].
The basic idea of this analysis is to measure whether the observed and expected sets of data are similar or not. This
degree of similarity finds the probability of whether embedding has happened or not. A Chi-square test provides
this degree of probability. This test states that, for a typical image, it is unusual for the frequency of DCT coefficient
2k to be nearly equal to the frequency of DCT coefficient 2k+1. However, after embedding the secret bits using an
embedding algorithm that produces a pair of values, then the frequencies of 2k and 2k+1 become equal or nearly
so. Therefore, this attack is primarily designed to identify the near equal pair of values. Equation (25) is used to
perform this test,

x2c =
∑︁ (Oi−Ei)

2

Ei
(25)

where c, O and E denote the degrees of freedom, observed, and expected values, respectively.
SPAM steganalysis is the universal steganalysis that uses different feature extraction strategies to train the classi-
fiers. One of the earliest developments on universal steganalysis was proposed in that take out the SPAM features
with 686 dimensions. SPAM features are extracted using the difference between the adjacent pixels and utilize the
first and second order of Markov chains. SPAM features with the 686 dimensions are extracted as features to com-
pute the higher-order dependence among the pixels. In the Markov chain SPAM feature extraction process, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is raised by finding the residuals of adjacent pixels.
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Table 4: Silent features of various state-of-art review papers that are reported till date.

Referred
paper

Year of publication Key features Number of papers
reviewed

Kadhim et al.
[2]

2019 Provided a complete overview of ISTs including the background of
steganography, properties, applications, performance evaluation

parameters, general operation, and classification of ISTs. Also presents
an overview of signature and statistical steganalysis.

277

Cheddad et al.
[3]

2010 Presented a state-of-the-art review of existing ISTs along with the
possible applications of steganography. Advocates for the

object-oriented data hiding. Finally, discusses steganalysis using visual
inspection and histogram analysis.

127

Johnson and
Jajodia [4]

1998 Facilitated the information about the evolution of steganography and
available steganographic software. Also, presents an overview of

various image files and formats.

10

Hussain et al.
[5]

2018 Gave the general structure of the
IS system and its classifications.

Discussed various performance parameters and steganalysis attacks.
Further, highlighted the pros and cons of existing up-to-date

techniques.

145

Atawneh et al.
[6]

2014 Discusses the LSBS technique and other frequency-domain techniques
such as DCT, DFT, and DWT.

Provides the details about many steganography software like F5,
outGuess, JPEG-JSteg, model-based steganography, Perturbed

quantization, S-Tools and compares them.

74

Nisha and
Monoth [7]

2019 Furnished the general concepts of PVDS techniques and latest
developments in PVDS techniques.

27

Karampidis et
al. [8]

2018 Presented various steganalysis techniques such as visual, signature,
statistical, spread spectrum, transform domain, universal or blind for

detection of hidden data.

119

Nissar and
Mir [9]

2010 Presented various steganalysis techniques such as signature and
statistical. Further, some promising statistical steganalysis techniques

have been advocated.

115

Singh et al.
[10]

2018 Briefly overviewed digital image watermarking techniques, its
applications, the concept of watermark embedding and extraction
processes, common types of watermarking techniques, major

classification of
watermarking attacks.

80

Subhedar and
Mankar [11]

2014 Reviewed the fundamental IS concepts, performance analysis
measures,

security aspects, compared various reversible and irreversible spatial
as well as transform ISTs in terms of HC and image quality. Also,

provides current status and future directions of IS.

105

Hussain et al.
[12]

2015 Presented the critical analysis of existing literature of PVDS based
techniques with respect to HC, ARA, and imperceptibility. Also,

highlights the potential future applications
of PVDS technique.

20

Sahu and
Swain [13]

2016 Reviewed various literature on LSBS
and PVDS ISTs.

Further, presents the comparative evaluation of these ISTs with respect
to HC, imperceptibility, security, and computational complexity.

41

Kharrazi and
Sencar [14]

2006 Discussed the impact of factors such as length of the embedding
payload, texture area, compression, recompression, computational

resources on the performance of the ISTs and steganalysis.

21

Li et al. [15] 2011 Reviewed the fundamental concepts of IS. Also, it presented the current
status and progress of spatial domain ISTs, JPEG steganography.

Further illustrates various steganalysis techniques such as RS analysis,
histogram analysis, universal steganalysis, histogram characteristic

function of the center of mass (HCF-COM).

89
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Table 4: ... continued

Referred
paper

Year of publication Key features Number of papers
reviewed

Judge [16] 2001 Explored steganography from inception and outlined some promising
directions.

52

Amirtharajan
et al. [17]

2012 Highlighted the possible ways of random IS with theoretical
illustrations.

49

Kahn [18] 1996 Presented the rich history of steganography with various illustrative
incidences.

—–

Mishra et al.
[19]

2012 Provided a brief report on various spatial and transform domain
techniques.

16

Provos and
Honeyman

[20]

2003 Explored the practical applications of statistical steganalizer tools such
as histogram, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) for outGuess and

F5 detection.

29

Petitcolas et
al. [21]

1997 Presented the overview and general working principle of
steganography. Further discussed attacks such as basic, robustness,

mosaic attack, and interpretation attacks.

149

Vinodhini et
al. [22]

2017 Presented various ISTs, especially focused on DNA, DI based
steganography with their merits and issues.

15

Wang and
Wang [23]

2004 Outlined the background of steganography. Also discussed existing
steganography and steganalysis tools and techniques.

12

Altaay [24] 2012 Briefly presented various types of steganography with their
requirements.

33

Abraham and
Paprzycki [25]

2004 Presented various LSBS techniques and provided a direction to achieve
robustness for LSBS techniques.

16

Amirtharajan
and

Rayappan [26]

2013 Presented the principles and attributes for steganography techniques.
Further, an insight into the future directions of steganography is

discussed.

78

Pradhan [27] 2016 Provided the complete IS parameters. Also illustrated the effectiveness
of RS and PDH analysis.

42

Meng et al.
[28]

2018 Provided a detailed insight on various ISTs based on deep learning. 147

Girdhar and
Kumar [29]

2018 Presented a comprehensive review of recent advances and practices of
3D IS. Furthermore, the current status and limitations of 3D IS has also

been reported.

67

Artz [30] 2001 Provided the use and limitations of steganography. 5
Trivedi et al.

[31]
2016 Various spatial domain ISTs are compared with their merits and issues. 36

Jung [32] 2016 Performance of several DI based RDH techniques are compared in
terms of the HC and the CI visual quality.

16

Shi et al. [33] 2016 Provided an exhaustive discussion on the various categories of RDH
techniques along with its merits and demerits.

199

4 Review of various spatial domain
ISTs with their merits and issues

This section reviews various spatial domain ISTs with re-
spect to the IS parameters like BPP, PSNR, OUP pixels, and
ARA to various stego-attacks. Predominantly, techniques
like LSBS, LSBA, LSBM, PVDS, LSB+PVD, LSB+PVD+MF,
edge-based, reversible, convolution neural network (CNN)
based, and some other related ISTs are discussed. To mea-
sure the imperceptibility, usually, PSNR is the ideal pa-
rameter that has been considered by many researchers.

Next, the HC of the respective techniques can be gauged
by knowing the BPP. Therefore, these two parameters are
consistently utilized for measuring the performance of all
the reviewed techniques. Next, the ARA for these tech-
niques against various steganalysis attacks is also pre-
sented. Again, the PVDS based techniques suffer from
OUP; therefore, the ability of these techniques againstOUP
is also shown. In Tables 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14, the sym-
bols√, × and – represents ‘yes’, no’ and ‘unknown’ for the
various parameters. Below, the discussion on various ISTs
is presented with their merits and issues.
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4.1 LSBS technique

The LSBS technique is by far the oldest and simplest IS
technique that replaces the LSBs of the OI pixels with se-
cret bits [39]. Also, the HC can be further improved by
substituting secret bits with the LSBs of the OI pixels. An
illustration of the 1LSBS technique is displayed in Fig-
ure 13. The literature has produced various LSBS based
techniques where some improved the HC and others the
CI quality. However, the classical LSBS techniques are ex-
posed to statistical analysis such as RS analysis, bit plane
analysis and chi-square analysis.

Figure 14a shows the RS plot of the Lena image when
there is no data embedded inside the image. This can be
clearly observed in the case Rm ≈ R−m > Sm ≈ S−m. On
the contrary, the presence of the secret information is quite
clearly noticeable for the simple 1LSBS technique. This is
shown in Figure 14b. Here, the condition R−m − S−m >
Rm − Sm holds well. Similarly, when we plot the histogram
for the CI of the three LSBS techniques with the original
one, it is found that the histogram of OI and CI for the
1LSBS technique is identical. However, the zig-zag nature
of the CI can be easily spotted for both 2LSBS and 3LSBS
techniques. Figure 15a,b,c shows the respective PDH-plots
for the 1LSBS, 2LSBS and 3LSBS techniques.

At the same time, if we perform bit plane analysis on
the LSB plane for the simple LSBS technique, one can eas-
ily identify the visual artifacts on the planes of the CI, and
that differs from the OI planes. Figure 16 shows the corre-
sponding plane images for the respective bit planes of the
original Lena image. Similarly, Figure 17 shows the corre-
sponding plane images of the 1st bit plane for (a) original
Lena image (b) 1LSBS (c) LSBM [77] and (d) Wu and Tsai
[94]. It is desirable to mention here that the 1LSBS tech-
nique performs sequential embedding, whereas the other
two that are considered here follow the randomized em-
beddingprocedure. From theobtained images, it is evident
that the 1LSBS technique is smooth and different from the
first bit plane of the OI. Therefore, anyone can easily guess
the presence of information. On the other hand, bit plane
images in Figures 17c and 17d are quite random and sim-
ilar to the bit plane of the OI. Therefore, they show resis-
tance to the bit plane analysis. Finally, it is reasonable to
conclude that bit plane analysis can highlight the manip-
ulated regions for the sequential LSBS embedding tech-
nique. However, to escape from this analysis, one can per-
form randomized embedding instead of sequential embed-
ding.

Figure 13: An illustration of 1LSBS technique.
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Figure 14: RS plots for the Lena image (a) with no embedding information and (b) for 1LSBS technique.

Figure 15: PDH-plots for Lena OI and CI for (a) 1LSBS, (b) 2LSBS and (c) 3LSBS.
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Figure 16: Respective bit planes (starting from LSB) for the Lena OI (with no embedding information).

Figure 17: Displaying the produced images from the 1st bit planes of (a) original Lena image (b) 1LSBS (c) LSBM [77], and (d) Wu and Tsai
[94].
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→ Merits of LSBS based technique

• One of the most significant advantages of the
LSBS technique is its simplicity.

• Further, theHCcanbe raisedby agreater num-
ber of LSBs for embedding the secret bits.

→ Issues of LSBS based technique

• The CI quality degrades when the MSBs are
utilized for embedding the secret bits.

• Another major drawback is its weak ARA to
various statistical analyses like RS analysis,
bit plane analysis, and chi-square analysis.

In thepast, authorshave reported improvedLSBS tech-
niques. Wang et al. [52] suggested a local pixel adjust-
ment process using the moderately-significant-bit strat-
egy to improve the HC without reducing the CI quality.
To further improve the CI quality, authors in [53] devised
an optimal MSB replacement technique. Wang et al. [54]
obtained an imperceptible CI compared to the classical
LSBS technique using a perceptual modeling strategy at
the cost of computational complexity. Next, to reduce the
computational complexity and to improve the CI quality,
Chan and Cheng [55] suggested an optimal pixel adjust-
ment process (OPAP). Chang et al. [56] reduced the com-
plexity of Wang et al.’s [52] technique by proposing an
LSBS based technique in combinationwith encryption. Za-
karia et al. [57] came up with a data mapping strategy
using the MSB and LSB bits to produce better CI quality
with higher HC. Furthermore, this technique can survive
against RS and histogram attacks. Experimentally, it has
been shown that this technique outperforms [58] and [122].
Yang et al. [58] found the noise non-sensitive areas of the
image can tolerate substantial modifications compared to
noise-sensitive areas. With this, the abrupt modification
to the texture area of the image is avoided. Further, this
technique outperforms Yang et al.’s [59] and Wu et al.’s
[134] techniques in terms of HC and PSNR. Gupta et al.
[60] ensured dual-layered security can be achieved by us-
ing cryptography with one, and steganography with the
other. Here the Rivest, Shamir, Adleman algorithm and
Diffie Hellman algorithm are used during encryption, and
the LSBS technique is utilized for embedding. A varying
index-based LSBS technique using secret stego-keys has
been suggested by Khan et al. [61]. This technique reduces
theMSE at the cost of increased computational complexity.
Authors in [63] suggested a novel n-bit embedding strat-
egy where the value of n can range from 1 to 4. In this
technique, n secret bits are embedded in the n-rightmost
bits to achieve imperceptible SI as well as larger HC. Many
improved LSBS techniques have been proposed by the au-

thors in [64–93]. Following this, Wu and Hwang’s [62] and
LSBM [77] techniques are discussed below.

4.1.1 Wu and Hwang’s improved LSBS technique [62]

Wu and Hwang [62] suggested an improved LSBS tech-
nique that produces high-quality CI. During data embed-
ding, three consecutive pixels are considered from the OI
and three secret bits are embedded in these three pixels.
Consider o1, o2and o3 to be the three consecutive pixels
and b1, b2 and b3 to be the three secret bits. Now, repre-
sent o1, o2 and o3 in binary, as follows:

obin1 = oLSB81 oLSB71 oLSB61 oLSB51 oLSB41 oLSB31 oLSB21 oLSB11

obin2 = oLSB82 oLSB72 oLSB62 oLSB52 oLSB42 oLSB32 oLSB22 oLSB12

obin3 = oLSB83 oLSB73 oLSB63 oLSB53 oLSB43 oLSB33 oLSB23 oLSB13

Then, utilizing the notion of XOR operation using Equa-
tions (26), (27) and (28) the values of A, B and C are com-
puted.

A = oLSB11 ⊕ oLSB21 ⊕ oLSB12 (26)

B = oLSB12 ⊕ oLSB22 ⊕ oLSB13 (27)

C = oLSB13 ⊕ oLSB23 ⊕ oLSB11 (28)

Then, pixels are adjusted after comparing the values
of A, B and C with b1, b2 and b3. At the receiving end,
the CI pixels are c′1, c′2 and c′3. Next obtain the secret bits
b1, b2 and b3 from the CI pixels using Equations (26), (27)
and (28). An illustration ofWu andHwang’s [62] technique
is displayed in Figure 18. From the observed results, this
technique offers high-quality CI as compared to the con-
ventional LSBS and LSBM [77] techniques. Further, this
technique successfully survives the statistical RS attack.
However, low HC remains the major issue for this tech-
nique as this technique hides only 1 bit in each pixel.

4.1.2 LSBM steganography [77]

The LSBS technique directly replaces the LSBs with se-
cret bits. Therefore, these techniques are exposed to RS
analysis. A novel embedding strategy where the OI pix-
els are randomly modified with ±1 has been suggested by
Sharp [76]. This technique is called the LSBM technique.
However, the actual implementation of LSBMwas first per-
formedbyMielikainen [77]. The embedding and extraction
steps of Mielikainen’s [77] LSBM technique are discussed
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Figure 18: An illustration of Wu and Hwang’s [62] technique.

below. Also, an illustration of the technique has been dis-
played in Figure 19.

Step 1: At the embedding end, assume (o1, o2, o3,. . .on)
are the OI pixels. Considering (o1,o2) as the pair
of two successive pixels, and b1 and b2 as the
embedding bits, the embedding procedure is dis-
cussed below.

Step 2: Using the function f (.) and Equation (29) the
stego-pixels are obtained.

(o*1 , o*2) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(o1 , o2) , if (LSB (o1) = b1)
and (f (o1 , o2) = b2)
(o1 , o2 + 1) , if (LSB (o1) = b1)
and (f (o1 , o2) = ̸ b2)
(o1 − 1, o2) , if (LSB (o1) = ̸ b1)
and (f (o1 − 1, o2) = b2)
(o1 + 1, o2) , if (LSB (o1) = ̸ b1)
and (f (o1 − 1, o2) = ̸ b2)

(29)

where f (o1,o2) = LSB(⌊o1/2⌋ + o2).
Step 3: During extraction, obtain the secret bit b1 from

the LSB of o*1 and b2 from Equation (30).

b2 = LSB
(︁
⌊o*1/2⌋ + o2

)︁
(30)

The LSBM technique offers imperceptible CI. Fur-
ther, RS and PDH analysis is not able to identify
the presence of secret information in the CI. How-
ever, the LSBM technique offers very low HC.

In 2009, Juneja and Sandhu [80] initiated the idea of
matching the secret bits with the OI bits. Later, using this
concept, Swain and Lenka [81] proposed the LSBA based
technique. In this technique, the LSB bits are collected
and kept in an array. This array is named LSBA and then
the secret bits are mapped with the LSBA. The index of
the positions where the maximum bits are matching has
been recorded for the retrieval. This technique observes
excellent imperceptibility since very few bits of the OI are
modified. Authors in [82, 83] have also utilized the concept
of LSBA to improve the CI quality as well as the HC. Ta-
ble 5 presents the results of the average PSNR, BPP, ARA
to RS analysis and any other steganalysis attacks for vari-
ous LSBS, LSBM and LSBA based techniques.
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Figure 19: An illustration for Mielikainen’s [77] technique.

Table 5: Analysis of LSBS, LSBM, and LSBA based techniques.

Ref. Techniques adopted Average
PSNR
(in dB)

BPP ARA to RS
analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

1LSBS 51.14 1.00

× ×Kurak and Classical LSBS 2LSBS 44.02 2.00
McHugh [51] technique 3LSBS 37.86 3.00

4LSBS 31.33 4.00

OPAP

51.14 1.00

– –Chan and 46.32 2.00
Cheng [55] 40.60 3.00

34.48 4.00

Chang et al. [56] Data encryption standard+LSBS 44.17 2.00 – –+OPAP
Zakaria et al. [57] LSB based data mapping strategy 42.15 3.24

√
Histogram analysis

Wu and Hwang [62] Three pixel-based ±1 modification 52.92 1.00
√

–

Sahu and Swain [63] n-rightmost bit replacement

51.21 1.00
√

S&P noise44.08 2.00
40.72 3.00
34.83 4.00
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Table 5: ... continued

Ref. Techniques adopted Average
PSNR (in

dB)

BPP ARA to RS
analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

Hussain et al. [64] Right-Most Digit Replacement 39.00 3.05
√

PDH analysis+Adaptive LSBS

Sahu and Swain [65] Multi Stego-image based LSBM

36.06

4.00
√

–37.88
39.60
41.00

Sahu and Swain [66] Bit flipping (variant 1) 47.40 1.50
√

–
Bit flipping (variant 2) 47.34 2.00

√
–

Shreelekshmi et al. [67] Inverse Transitions+LSBS 50.04 1.50 – –
Kim et al. [68] Hamming code+LSBS+OPAP 51.49 1.99

√
Histogram analysis

Zhou et al. [69] Quantum IS+LSBS 50.22 0.50 – –
Sahu and Swain [70] Three group of bits substitution 44.32 3.00 – –

Swain [71] 1 group of bits substitution 51.64 1.00 √
PDH analysis2 group of bits substitution 49.76 2.00

Jung [72]

2×2 block+Parity based 19.80 0.02

– –

3×3 block+Parity based 20.31 0.02
4×4 block+Parity based 21.72 0.01
5×5 block+Parity based 22.67 0.01
6×6 block+Parity based 23.78 0.01
7×7 block+Parity based 24.75 0.01

Laskar and Encrypted using transposition 51.63 0.04 – –Hemachandran [73] cipher+LSBS

Elmasry [74] Cyclic redundancy check 32+Advanced 40.08 2.21
√ Histogram analysis,

encryption standard+LSBS chi-square analysis

Chakraborty et al. [75] Modified median edge 51.87 0.15
√

Blind steganalysisdetector predictor+LSBS
Mielikainen [77] LSBM 52.46 1.00

√
Histogram analysis

Sahu and Swain [78] LSBS+LSBM
Variant 1 44.07 2.00

– –Variant 2 47.45 1.50
Variant 3 54.38 1.00

Sabeti et al. [79] Complexity based LSBM 52.11 0.80 – Wavelet Absolute
Moment

Swain and Lenka [81] Mapping words with LSBA 60.57 0.08
√

–
Swain and Lenka [82] 4LSBA 52.93 0.15 – Histogram analysis

Jung and Yoo [84] Semi-reversible+Interpolation 43.93 1.50 – –+LSBS 37.60 2.25

Lee and Chen [85] Variable size LSBS+Minimuin 32.57 4.03 – Bit plane analysis-error replacement method
Sarreshtedari and

Akhaee [89] One third LSBS embedding 52.90 1.00 – HCF COM, histogram
analysis

4.2 Pixel Value Differencing Steganography
(PVDS) [94]

An image consists of texture and smooth regions. The tex-
ture regions of the image can conceal potentially a greater
number of secret bits than that of the smooth regions. How-
ever, LSBS based techniques do not distinguish the texture
and smooth regions of an image. Wu and Tsai [94] intro-
duced the concept of PVDS. The PVDS technique is based
on the notion of pixel difference or fluctuation value (FV).

Initially, the image is divided into various blocks with two
consecutive pixels (CPs). Then, FVs between the CPs of the
respective blocks are obtained. Later, using these FVs, the
embedding process is performed in each block. The em-
bedding and extraction algorithm for Wu and Tsai’s [94]
PVDS technique is discussed below, followed by an illus-
tration in Figure 20. Next, Table 7 presents the results of
the average PSNR, BPP, ARA to RS or PDH analysis or any
other steganalysis attacks, and the OUP status for various
PVDS based techniques.
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Figure 20: An illustration of Wu and Tsai’s [94] PVDS technique

PVDS Embedding Algorithm

Step 1: Let (o1, o2) be the two CPs of a block. The FVs
for each block is computed using z = |o1 − o2|.
Then, using the FVs, the embedding bits (k) are
obtained using Equation (31).

k = log2(ui − li + 1) (31)

where li is the lower bound and ui is upper bound
of the range Ri in the range table (RT).

Step 2: Now, obtain the decimal for the k bits, which will
be denoted by deck. Then, obtain z′ using Equa-
tion (32).

z′ = deck + Ln (32)

Step 3: Find v as the difference between z and z′ as v =
|z′ − z|.

Step 4: Apply Equation (33) to find the camouflage pixels
(c′1, c′2).

(c′1, c′2) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(o1 + ⌈v
2⌉ , o2 −

⌊v
2⌋ ),

if o1 ≥ o2 and z′ > z(︁
o1 − ⌊v

2⌋ , o2 +
⌈v
2⌉

)︁
,

if o1 < o2 and z′ > z(︁
o1 − ⌈v

2⌉ , o2 +
⌊v
2⌋

)︁
,

if o1 ≥ o2 and z′ ≤ z(︁
o1 + ⌈v

2⌉ , o2 −
⌊v
2⌋

)︁
,

if o1 < o2 and z′ ≤ z

(33)

PVDS Extraction Algorithm

Step 1: At the receiving end, first obtain the camouflage
pixels (c′1, c′2) from the block.

Step 2: Then, find the FV using v′ = |c′1 −c′2|. Using this
v′, from the RT obtain its li and ui. Again, obtain
k using the Equation (31).

Step 3: Next, obtain the value d using Equation (34).

d = |v′ − li| (34)

Step 4: Finally, represent d in k binary bits. These are the
extracted secret bits.
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Figure 21: (a) RS-plot and (b) PDH-plot of Lena image for Wu and Tsai’s PVDS [94] technique.

→ Merits of Wu and Tsai’s [94] PVDS technique

• The PVDS technique successfully utilizes the
smooth and texture regions of the image ade-
quately for embedding secret bits. Therefore,
it resists the RS analysis. Figure 21a shows the
RS-plot of the Lena image for the PVDS tech-
nique. It can be observed that the condition
R−m − S−m > Rm − Sm is satisfied.

• Besides this, Wu and Tsai’s PVDS [94] tech-
nique has been the stepping stone for al-
most all of the PVD based steganography tech-
niques that were proposed recently by many
researchers.

→ Issues with Wu and Tsai’s [94] PVDS technique

• One of the biggest issues of Wu and Tsai’s
[94] PVDS technique is the resistance to PDH
analysis. Figure 21b shows the PDH-plot of the

Lena image after embedding the secret bits.
It can be observed that the histogram for the
CI is of a zig-zag nature, i.e. it is not smooth,
which suggests the CI carries some informa-
tion.

• Next,most of the PVDS techniques suffer from
OUP. To prove this, embedding some random
data in the collected images (Figure 23) from
[339, 340], Table 6 provides the number of pix-
els that suffer from OUP in case of the Wu
andTsai’s [94] technique,Wu et al.’s [117] tech-
nique, Khodaei and Faez’s [122] technique,
and Jung’s [125] technique. Since these tech-
niques implement the concept of PVDS, there-
fore, these techniques are also considered for
the evaluation. Further, an illustration of OUP
pixel in Wu and Tsai’s [94] PVDS technique is
shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: An example of OUP in PVDS [94] embedding process.
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Figure 23: 512×512 grayscale images.

Table 6: No. of pixels that suffer from OUP for various PVDS based techniques.

Gray image (512×512) Wu and Tsai [94] Wu et al. [117] Khodaei and Faez [122] Jung [125]
Lena 0 0 0 2
Aerial 259 46 194 329
Barbara 673 746 1 492
Baboon 22 3 11 4566
Baby 472 30 207 1576
Zelda 5 0 5 631
Boat 99 81 4 256
House 0 1 0 0
Houses 3165 1545 2267 3707
Couple 173 74 64 631
Clown 146 140 2 15909
Girlface 4283 172 2065 11383
Peppers 391 228 58 4138
Crowd 980 64 967 1458
Airfield 4001 734 3813 4566
Average 978 258 644 3310
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Table 7: Analysis of PVDS based techniques.

Ref. Techniques adopted Average PSNR
(in dB)

BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to any
other

steganalysis

OUP
avoided

Wu and Tsai [94]
PVDS technique using the
fluctuation between two CPs

40.60 1.60
√

× – ×

Yang et al. [95]
Processes four-pixel blocks at a

time for data embedding
38.91 1.62

√
– –

√

Chang et al. [96]
Tri-way PVDS in a block of four
pixels using the reference point

40.40 1.02
√

– – –

Parity-bit PVDS (PBPVD) (with RT 1) 40.45 2.07
√ √

–
√

Hussain et al. Parity-bit PVDS (with RT 2) 39.09 2.17
√ √

–
√

[97] Improved rightmost digit
replacement (iRMDR)+PVDS

38.47 3.00
√ √

–
√

Tseng and Leng
[98]

PVD+Perfect Square Number 48.25 0.78 – – – –

Swain [99]

Adaptive range selection.
Processes+(2*2) pixel blocks by
exploring vertical and horizontal

edges for embedding

46.65 1.74

√ √
–

√
Adaptive range selection+(3*3)
pixel blocks by exploring vertical
and horizontal edges at a time for

embedding

50.17 0.29

Hong et al. [100] PVDS with diamond encoding 44.72 2.34
√ √

– –

Lee et al. [101]
JPEG2000 compression+Tri-way

PVDS (TWPVDS)
41.66 1.25

√
– – –

Chang et al. [102]

Overlapping PVDS using RT 1 of
Wu and Tsai

35.87
3.78

– – – –

Overlapping PVDS using RT 2 of
Wu and Tsai

41.06 2.06 – – – –

Luo et al. [103] Adaptive PVDS range selection 49.65 0.40 –
√ LSB matching

steganalysis
–

Balasubramanian
et al. [104]

Octonary PVDS 38.98 3.72
√ √ LSB matching

steganalysis
–

Swain [105]
Adaptive RT PVDS 42.97 2.96 √ √

–
√

Non-adaptive RT PVDS 36.88 3.16
Hameed Color image and adaptive PVDS by

45.49 1.65 –
√

– –et al. inspecting diagonal, vertical, and
[106] horizontal directions in a block

Marin et al. [107]
Optimal-TWPVDS 38.33 2.41 – – –

√

Extra bit optimal-TWPVDS 38.22 2.66 – – –
√

Hosam and
Halima [108]

Adaptive PVDS with the median as
the reference point

32.47 2.93
√ √

– –

Prasad and Pal
[109]

Overlapping PVDS using color
images

32.79 2.53 –
√

–
×

Jung and Yoo
[110]

Index based PVDS 28.43 2.45 –
√

– –

Lu et al. [111] 3*3 block PVDS 35.45 2.08 – – –
√

Liu et al. [112] PVDS+Side match technique 35.17 2.79 × – – –
Marin et al.

[113]
Optimization strategy+PVDS 38.33 2.41 – – – –

Mandal et al.
[114]

Adaptive steganography+Modified
PVDS

40.67 1.58 – – –
√

Kim et al. [115]

Multidirection PVDS+Two PSNR 1 = 31.41
4.64

–
√

–
√directions PSNR 2 = 33.26

Multidirection PVDS+Three PSNR 1 = 29.26
7.03

directions PSNR 2 = 31.68
Zhang and Wang

Modified PVDS
43.35 1.55 √ √

–
√

[116] 47.23 0.11
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4.3 LSBS + PVDS [117] technique

Wu et al. [117] were the first to combine the LSBS and PVDS
together to achieve a largerHC. This technique, at first, par-
titions the CPs into various blocks. Then the FVs for each
block are obtained. The FVs are the absolute difference be-
tween the two CPs of the respective blocks. Now using the
FVs, each block is identified either as smooth (lower level)
or as edge blocks (upper level). LSBS is performed on the
block if the FV belongs to the smooth area. On the other
hand, Wu and Tsai’s [94] embedding strategy is observed
for the pixels of edge blocks. An illustration of the embed-
ding and extraction procedure has been displayed in Fig-
ure 24. Table 10 presents the results of the average PSNR,
BPP, ARA to RS and PDH analysis and any other steganal-
ysis attacks, and the OUP status for various LSBS+PVDS
based techniques. Following this, the embedding, as well
as the extraction algorithm ofWu et al.’s [117] technique, is
discussed below. Then, Jung’s [125] LSBS+PVDS technique
is discussed.

During embedding, execute the following steps to em-
bed the secret bits in a block.

Step 1: Assume the two CPs of a block are o1 and o2, and
the secret bits are b1b2b3b4b5b6.

Step 2: Let z be the FV between o1 and o2.
Step 3: Using this z value, identify the smooth or edge

area for the SP.
Step 4: If z < 16, then the block is smooth or else in the

edge area. Perform Steps 5 and 6, if the block is
smooth else perform Wu and Tsai’s [94] embed-
ding steps for concealing the secret bits in the
edge areas.

Step 5: Let obin1 and obin2 be the eight-bit binary represen-
tations of o1 and o2. Observe 3LSBS in the pixels
o1 and o2 to obtain o′1 and o′2.

Step 6: Now obtain z′ as the difference between o′1 and
o′2. If z′ > 15, then, obtain the camouflage pixels
using Equation (35).

(c*1 , c*2) =
{︃(︀
o′1 − 8, o′2 + 8

)︀
, if o′1 ≥ o′2(︀

o′1 + 8, o′2 − 8
)︀
, if o′1 < o′2 .

(35)

Now execute the following steps to extract the se-
cret bits from the c*1 and c*2.

Step 7: At first, find z* = |c*1 − c*2|. If z* < 15, perform
3LSBS extraction from c*1 and c*2. Otherwise, per-
form Step 8 for extraction of the bits.

Step 8: If z* > 15, observe the extraction steps of Wu and
Tsai’s [94] PVDS to retrieve the secret bits.

Figure 24: A pictorial illustration of embedding and extraction for Wu et al.’s [117] technique.
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→ Issues with Wu et al.’s [117] LSBS + PVDS tech-
nique

• Wu et al.’s [117] technique performs the em-
bedding using both LSBS and PVDS. However,
this technique is more leaning towards the
LSBS technique. This is because if we find the
FVs for the images, 84.28% (average of 15 im-
ages) of the blocks falls under lower level or

smooth areas. Therefore, LSBS is applied in
those regions. At the same time, PVDS is ap-
plied to only 15.72% of the blocks. Table 8
presents the number of blocks that belong to
the smooth and edge areas for 15 gray images.

• LSBS is exposed to both RS and PDH analy-
sis; therefore,Wu et al.’s [117] technique is also
exposed to RS analysis. Figure 25a,b validates
the same.

Figure 25: (a) RS-plot and (b) PDH-plot for Wu et al.’s [117] technique for the Lena image

Table 8: The number of lower and higher level FVs for 15 images for Wu et al.’s [117] technique.

512×512 grayscale image Lower level {0 to 15} Upper level {16 to 255}
Lena 118698 12374
Aerial 104438 26634
Barbara 91195 39877
Baboon 86947 44125
Baby 127697 3375
Zelda 125416 5656
Boat 111894 19178
House 116578 14494
Houses 96673 34399
Couple 111201 19871
Clown 111790 19282
Girlface 122537 8535
Peppers 120870 10202
Crowd 121790 9282
Airfield 99266 31806
Average 111133 19939

Average (%) 84.28 15.72
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Table 9: Range table of Jung’s [125] technique.

Range (Ri),
(li , ui)

R1 = [0, 7] R2 = [8, 15] R3 = [16, 31] R4 = [32, 63]

Capacity, b 3 3 4 5

4.3.1 Jung’s LSBS+PVDS technique [125]

In 2018, Jung [125] proposed a capacity promotive tech-
nique by taking advantage of both LSBS and PVDS strate-
gies. The steps of both the embedding and the extraction
processes are discussed below.

Step 1: At the embedding end, the image is partitioned
into blocks of two OI pixels (o1, o2) each. Next,
two separate bitplanes are obtained from each
block. Let (o11, o12) and (o21, o22) be the two
planes that can be found using Equations (36)
and (37).

(o11, o12) = o1 div 2k , o2 div 2k (36)

(o21, o22) = o1 mod 2k , o2mod 2k (37)

where the value of k can be 2 or 3. Here the opera-
tions div and mod stand for the quotient division
and the remainder division, respectively.

Step 2: Find the FV as v = |o11 − o12|.
Step 3: Now, this v value is mapped to Table 9 to find

the lower (li) and upper (ui) bounds for the ith

range. Let the corresponding capacity be b. It can
be found using, b = log2(ui − li + 1).

Step 4: Take b bits of secret data and find the decimal
value decb. Calculate a new FV as v′ = li + decb.

Step 5: Now find d = |v′ − v| and calculate (o′11, o′12) for
(o11, o12) using Equation (38).

(o′11, o′12) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(︁
o11 − d

2 , o12 +
d
2

)︁
,

if d is even(︁
o11 − d

2 , o12 +
d
2

)︁
,

if d is odd

(38)

Step 6: Take e1 = e2 = e bits of secret data and convert
to their respective decimal values as dece1 and
dece2.

Step 7: The camouflage-pixel block (c′1, c′2) for the orig-
inal block (o1, o2) is computed using Equa-
tion (39).

(c′1 , c′2) = (o′11 × 2e + dece1 , o′12 × 2e + dece2) (39)

The extraction from the block
(︀
c′i , c′2

)︀
is performedus-

ing the following steps.

Step 1: At first, obtain (c′11, c′12) from
(︀
c′1, c′2

)︀
using

Equation (40).

(c′11, c′12) =
(︀
c′1 −

(︀
c′1 mod 2e

)︀)︀
div2e , (40)(︀

c′2 −
(︀
c′2 mod 2e

)︀)︀
div2e

Step 2: Calculate the value of v* = |c′11 − c′12|. Let li be
the lower bound, and b the capacity of the range
of v*, in Table 9. Now obtain decdv = v* − li and
convert decdv to b binary bits and append to ex-
tracted data. Here, b = log2(ui − li + 1).

Step 3: Find o′21 and o′22 using Equation (41).

(o′21, o′22) = (o′1 mod 2e , o′2 mod 2e) (41)

Now, convert o′21 to e1 and o′22 to e2 binary bit and
append to the extracted secret bits.

4.3.1.1 Illustration of OUP in Jung’s [125] technique
Jung’s [125] technique suffers from OUP. Figure 26 shows
an illustration of an OUP block in this technique. It is self-
explanatory.

→ Issues of Jung’s [125] technique

• This technique offers excellent HC at a rate of
4.01 BPP. However, the technique is exposed
to both RS and PDH analysis.

• Further, OUP is one of the major issues for
this technique. Table 6 presents the number of
OUP pixels that occur in this technique. From
Table 6, it can be observed that an average of
3310 pixels for fifteen images suffers fromOUP.
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Figure 26: An illustration of OUP in Jung’s [125] technique.

Table 10: Analysis of LSBS + PVDS based techniques.

Reference Techniques adopted Average
PSNR
(in dB)

BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to other
steganalysis

OUP
avoided

Wu et al. [117] LSBS+PVDS
2LSBS+PVDS 39.01 2.02 × × – ×
3LSBS+PVDS 35.75 2.91

Yang et al. [118] Varied LSBS+PVDS 38.96 2.91
√

– –
√

Gulve and Joshi
[119]

2×3 block-based LSBS+PVDS 41.34 2.98
√

–
Histogram
analysis

–

Swain [120] 3×3 block based LSBS+PVDS 41.18 1.86
√

– – –

Darabkh [121]
Quinary-PVDS-MLSBS+(2×3) block based 40.17 2.73

– – –
√

Octa-PVDS-MLSBS+(3×3)block based 40.07 2.83
k = 3 for RT 1 38.04 3.04

√
× ×

A block k = 4 for RT 1 36.05 3.37
consisting of k = 5 for RT 1 32.58 3.7 First-order

Khodaei and 3 successive k = 6 for RT 1 31.06 4.08 SPAM
Faez [122] pixels+k-LSBS k = 3 for RT 2 37.55 3.14 features

applied to the k = 4 for RT 2 35.36 3.47
central pixel k = 5 for RT 2 32.12 3.86

k = 6 for RT 2 30.95 4.42
Hussain et al. LSBS+PVDS Shift

38.14 3.11
√

– –
√

[123] +Modification of prediction Error

Shukla et al. [124]
Compression+encryptio+LSBS+PVDS 36.38 4.00 √

– – –
Encryption + LSBS+PVDS 36.38 3.28

Jung [125] 2 bit plane LSBS+PVDS 32.61 4.01 × × – ×
Khodaei et al.

[126]
LSBS+PVDS 35.75 2.91 – – – –

Liao et al. [127] Four-pixel differencing and modified LSBS 39.11 3.15 – – – –
Yang et al. [128] Adaptive LSBS+PVDS 32.42 4.10 – – – –
Kalita et al. [129] 3×3 block based LSBS+PVDS 38.23 3.49

√ √
– –

Jung et al. [130] LSB+Multi-pixel differencing 34.00 2.40 – – – –
Gulve and Joshi

[131]
2×2 block based LSBS+PVDS 41.58 2.49

√ √
–

√

Sahu and Swain
[132]

Adaptive LSBS+PVDS 37.01 3.02
√ √

–
√

Halder et al. [133] LSBS+PVDS+OPAP
3×3 block 33.02 3.26

– – –
√

2×2 block 37.17 3.37
1×2 block 35.58 3.60
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Table 11: Analysis of LSBS+PVDS+MF based techniques.

Ref. Techniques adopted Average
PSNR
(in dB)

BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

OUP
avoided

Wang et al. [134] PVDS+MF 43.64 1.57
√

×
√

Joo et al. [135] PVDS+MF+Turnover policy 41.93 1.60
√

×
√

Xu et al. [136] Modulo-three strategy+LSBS 37.42 3.17 – –
√

Li & He [137] PVDS+MF+PSO 41.65 2.21
√

– –
Swain [138] 2×3 block based MFPVD+LSBS 39.29 3.34

√ √ √

Swain [139]
Quotient value differencing (QVD)+(3×3) block 36.39 4.00 √ √ √

MF+PVD+(2×3) block 43.15 2.64
Swain [140] QVD+LSBS 33.06 4.55

√ √ √

Liao et al. [141] Improved PVDS+MF 39.97 2.98 – – –
Dhamari and Darabkh

[142]
Block-based PVDS+MF 38.28 2.56 – – –

Sairam and
Boopathybagan [143]

Pixel value adjustment+MF+n2 ary notational system 32.62 4.00 – – –

Shen et al. [144] PVDS+MF+Median concept 37.14 1.50
√ √ √

Lee and Chen [145] Secret key+MF

51.16 1.00

– –
√44.15 2.00

37.93 3.00
31.84 4.00

Maleki et al. [146]

Secret key+Adaptive PVDS+MF 47.00 1.68
√ √ √

Secret key+Non-adaptive PVDS+MF

51.15 1.00
√ √ √46.37 2.00

40.73 3.00
34.81 4.00

Zhao et al. [147] PVDMF+Intermediate equation
47.90

(WPSNR)
1.60

√ √ √

Nagaraj et al. [148] Pixel value modification+MF 42.54 2.56 – – –

Sahu and Swain [149]
PVDS+MF 1 42.04 2.20 √

–
√

PVDS+MF 2 38.36 3.10

Sahu and Swain [150]
Overlapped PVDS+MF 36.03 3.15

√
–

√
Overlapped PVDS 37.01 3.00 –

Sahu and Swain [151] PVDS+MF 36.16 3.15
√

– –
Maniriho and Ahmad

[152]
DE+MF 55.17 0.09

√ √ √

Kuo [153] Modulus data hiding scheme 49.90 1.50 – –
√

Pan et al. [154] PVDS+MF+(3×3) block based 43.20 2.30
√ √ √

Liao et al. [155] Four-pixel differencing+MF 40.11 2.24 – –
√

Liao et al. [156] MF+Readjustment algorithm 39.07 2.98 – –
√

4.4 LSBS+PVDS+MF based steganography

Wang et al. [134] were the first who introduced the con-
cept of embedding secret bits by utilizing both PVDS and
MF strategy. Here, instead of directly modifying the differ-
ence between the two pixels, as was done in the conven-
tional PVDS [94] technique, they modified the remainder
of the two CPs. Further, Wang et al.’s [134] technique uti-
lized an optimization strategy to avoid theOUP. The results
of the investigation suggest that Wang et al.’s [134] tech-
nique offers imperceptible CI and acceptable BPP. Further,
this technique showed good ARA to RS analysis. Joo et al.
[135] pointed out the weakness of Wang et al.’s [134] tech-

nique to PDH analysis. They found abnormal fluctuation
in the PVD histogram for the CI with theWang et al.’s [134]
technique. Further, they addressed this issue by propos-
ing a novel PVD+MF based technique using turnover pol-
icy and pixel readjustment process. Xu et al. [136] sug-
gested a novel LSB substitution and modulo three strat-
egy technique using the concept of addition and subtrac-
tion to embed two ternary numbers in the respective pix-
els. This technique outperforms conventional LSB substi-
tution techniques. Aimed at optimized CI, Li and He [137]
devised a particle swarm optimization based PVDS+MF
technique. This technique provides a balanced impercep-
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tibility and HC. Later Swain [138, 139] illustrated the range
mismatch issue that occurs in Wang et al.’s [134] tech-
nique. Also, to address this issue, a novel PVDS+MF+LSBS
[138] technique has been suggested. Further, experimen-
tally it has been proved that the proposed technique is
secure against both RS and PDH analysis. Further, the
OUP has been successfully addressed. A new block-based
technique combining MF+PVDS has been proposed by
Dhamari and Darabkh [142] to improve the HC and im-
perceptibility. Sahu and Swain [149] proposed an optimal
data hiding technique using PVDS and MF. There are two
variants proposed. Both variants utilize the fluctuation be-
tween two CPs for embedding the secret bits. Later, using
theMF the pixels aremodified to improve the quality of the
CI. Results show that variant 1 offers good imperceptibility,
and variant 2 offers larger HC. Table 11 presents the results
of the average PSNR, BPP, ARA to RS and PDH analysis,
and OUP status for various LSBS+PVDS+MF based tech-
niques.

4.5 Edge-based steganography

Edge-based steganography utilizes the concept of identi-
fying the edge regions and performing the embedding in
those regions. The human visual system can tolerate a
significant change to the edge or texture regions. There-
fore, embedding the secret bits in the edge regions is more
productive. In the literature, authors have suggested vari-
ous edge detection techniques such as Sobel, Fuzzy, Pre-
witt, Canny, Laplacian, and Hybrid [157, 178] to locate the
edge regions effectively. However, an optimal selection of
edge also depends on someother parameters such asGaus-
sian kernel, gradient descent, and the threshold selection.
Sun [157] proposed an improvedCanny edgedetector (CED)
based technique that can observe more edge pixels in an
image. Further, using Huffman coding, the HC has been
improved significantly. Also, a sorting table has been im-
plemented to randomize the edge pixels to increase the
ARA. Recently, an improved Fuzzy edge detection (FED)
based technique using LSBM to improve the CI quality has
been suggested by Dadgostar and Afsari [160]. To improve
the HC, the LSBM based technique that can effectively dis-

Table 12: Analysis of edge based techniques.

Ref. Techniques adopted Average PSNR
(in dB)

BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

Sun [156] CED+Huffman encoding 61.97 0.20 – –
Histogram
analysis

Ioannidou et al. [157]

Laplacian or fuzzy edges+Random
number generator (RNG)

46.88 1.26 – – –

Laplacian or fuzzy edges+No RNG 45.12 1.89 – – –
Sobel or fuzzy edges+RNG 46.88 1.25 – – –

Sobel or fuzzy edges+No RNG 44.45 1.88 – – –

Karakis et al. [158]

Similarity-based LSB+No
compression

Between 53.95 and
62.50 ± 2.34 1.97 – –

Histogram
analysis

Fuzzy logic-based LSBS+No
compression

Between 53.87 and
62.99 ± 2.43 1.97 – –

Histogram
analysis

Dadgostar and Afsari
[159]

FED+Modified LSBS 46.18 2.19 – – –

Li et al. [160] Sobel edge detection (SED) 43.97 6.3 – – –

Kumar et al. [161] FED 48.59 0.70 – –
Textural features
based universal
steganalysis

Lee et al. [162] CED+Hybrid hamming codes 57.59 0.40 – – –

Bai et al. [163]
LSBS+CED 38.86 2.22 – – –
LSBS+SED 41.90 2.10 – – –
LSBS+FED 33.61 3.59 – – –

Tseng et al. [164] HED 33.58 3.16 – – –

Hong [177] Patched reference table+PVDS

52.39 1.00
√ √46.74 2.00 Feature-based

40.92 3.00 steganalysis
34.96 4.00
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cover the edge areas has been suggested by Roy et al. [166].
Modi et al. [167] proposed a CED based technique that can
embed 2 bits using LSBM in one of the color components
(channel) for the RGB image. Also, the other two color com-
ponents effectively embed the secret data bits. The major
issue with this technique is the low HC. An LSBM based
edge detection technique that finds the texture region to
conceal more secret bits has been suggested by Luo et
al. [168]. The horizontal and vertical edges are discovered
using the fluctuation or difference between the successive
pixels. Bassil et al. [169] devised a CED based 3LSBS tech-
nique using the color image where the embedding is per-
formed in the RGB components of the image. The experi-
mental result suggests this technique offers better HC com-
pared to other state-of-art edge-based techniques. Islam et
al. [170] suggested an edge-based technique that dynam-
ically chooses the embedding bits. Since random selec-
tion is performed, therefore, this technique ideally avoids
various stego-attacks. A combination of the Canny and
Fuzzy edge detection techniques known as hybrid edge
detection (HED) technique has been suggested by Chan
and Chang [171]. Here, the embedding is performed us-
ing matrix coding and the Hamming code. Interval-valued
intuitionistic fuzzy generators edge detection based tech-
niques have been suggested in [172] to promote the HC
without reducing the CI quality. Table 12 analyzes various
edge-based techniques based on the average PSNR, BPP,
ARA to RS, PDH, and other forms of steganalysis.

4.6 Reversible data hiding (RDH)

Recently, reversible or lossless ISTs have drawn sufficient
interest among researchers due to their property of repro-
ducing the original object. The concept of RDH was ini-
tiated by Barton [179] during the patent he filled out in
1997. Since then, there has been a rapid increase in the ap-
plications that utilize RDH. In many real-time operations,
such as medical image processing, military communica-
tions, and IoT supported devices retrieving the carrier im-
age along with the embedded information is highly essen-
tial. Several papers have been produced on RDH based
techniques in recent times [180–228]. However, most of

them are classified into either DE, HS or DI based RDH
techniques. Tian [180] was the first to introduce the DE
based RDH. Here, the FVs between the consecutive pixels
are obtained. Then, the FV values are doubled to achieve
reversibility. The expanded positions are located using the
location map. DE is a basic and fundamental technique,
and afterward, many techniques were reported using the
DE and location map strategy. Alattar [181] extended the
DE based technique to conceal n-1 bits in a vector of n
pixels. Ni et al. [204] introduced the HS based technique
that produces high-quality CI compared to DE based tech-
niques. This technique identifies the zero and peak bins
from the histogram for embedding the secret bits. Later,
Tsai et al. [226] proposed a prediction strategy using the
correlation between the neighbor pixels to improve theHC.
Recently, authors in [227] devised a multilayer RDH tech-
nique to determine the optimal peak and zero bins. This
technique reportedly claims to achieve larger HC as com-
pared to its counterparts. Using sub-sampled images and
thereby modifying the histogram in [182] the authors have
achieved better CI quality with respect to [204] and [206].
Lu et al. [201] extended the LSB matching technique [77]
to accomplish reversibility using two images to achieve
two times more HC than that of [77]. Recently, authors
in [192] suggested two improved RDH techniques. The first
technique utilizes themodified LSBmatching technique to
improve the HC, as well as improved the imperceptibility
compared to [77] and [201]. Further, the second technique
is based on pixel differences. In this, at first four identi-
cal images originate from the OI. Then utilizing the n-LSBS
technique, the secret bits are embedded. Results show that
the second technique achieves better SI-quality for a lower
value of n, i.e. for n = 1 and 2. At the same time, larger
HC is attained for a higher value of n, i.e. for n = 3 and 4.
Sahu and Swain [193] proposed an improved LSBM based
RDH technique to maintain the right balance between the
HC and imperceptibility. Once again, authors in [212] sug-
gested a dual layer-basedRDH technique using LSBM strat-
egy. This technique offers higher HC as the data is stored in
four different images. Table 13 shows the results of various
RDH techniques with respect to the considered stegano-
graphic parameters.
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Table 13: Analysis of RDH based techniques.

Ref. Techniques
adopted

Average PSNR BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

Jana [183] RDH+Weighted
matrix 37.97 2.96 √ – Histogram analysis

Qin et al.
[184]

RDH+EMD+DI
based

PSNR(1) = 52.11
PSNR(2) = 41.34 1.16 – – –

Nguyen
and Chang

[185]

RDH
+Sudoku
technique

48.00 0.46 – – –

Chang et al.
[186]

RDH+Vector
quantization 30.00 2.11 – – Histogram analysis

RDH+Logistic
chaotic

8.45 1.11 – – Histogram analysisLiu et al.
[187]

map+Additive
homomor-

phism+Encrypted
image

46.51 0.75 – –

JPEG attack, histogram
RDH equalization attack,

Parah et al.
[188]

+Intermediate
significant Bit
substitution

sharpening attack, low
Pass filtering, rotation
attack, cropping attack,
salt & pepper attack

Kumar et al.
[189]

RDH+Encryptio+
Location map 49.5 2.68 – – –

Hu and Li
[190]

RDH+Extended
image interpolation 33.03 1.81 – – –

Tang et al.
[191] RDH+Interpolation 36.70 1.86 – – –

RDH+ DI based PSNR(1) = 51.18
PSNR(2) = 51.17 2.00 √ √ Salt & pepper attack

n-rightmost bit
replacement+Pixel

difference,
n = 1

PSNR(1) = 54.16
PSNR(2) = 54.16
PSNR(3) = 38.32
PSNR(4) = 37.50

3.03

√ √ Salt & pepper attack

n-rightmost bit
replacement+Pixel

PSNR(1) = 49.28
PSNR(2) = 49.35 4.04Sahu and

Swain [192]
difference,

n = 2
PSNR(3) = 38.31
PSNR(4) = 37.48

n-rightmost bit
replacement+Pixel

difference,
n = 3

PSNR(1) = 43.65
PSNR(2) = 43.65
PSNR(3) = 38.29
PSNR(4) = 37.47

5.01

n-rightmost bit
replacement+Pixel

difference,
n = 4

PSNR(1) = 37.84
PSNR(2) = 37.71
PSNR(3) = 38.24
PSNR(4) = 37.41

6.03
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Table 13: ... continued

Ref. Techniques
adopted

Average PSNR BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

DI based pixel pair PSNR(1) = 51.29 2.00 √ √ –Sahu and LSBM PSNR(2) = 51.30
Swain [193] DI based modified

LSBM
PSNR(1) = 51.19
PSNR(2) = 49.44 2.00 √ √ –

Chang and
Lu [194] RDH+DE 36.34 0.92 – – –

Chang et al.
[195] RDH+DI based PSNR(1) = 45.12

PSNR(2) = 45.12 1.00 – – –

Wu and
Chang
[196]

RDH+Side-match
prediction+Shortest

spanning path
29.74 0.69 – – –

Li
et al.
[197]

Pixel value ordering
+Quad-tree
structure

59.50 0.08 – √ –

Lin et al.
[198] DI based+Turtle shells PSNR(1) = 49.38

PSNR(2) = 45.55 1.25 – √ –

Lin et al.
[199] DI based+EMD PSNR(1) = 52.40

PSNR(2) = 49.25 1.07 – √ –

Turtle shell

24.47 0.47 – – –Xie et al.
[200]

based+Two-
dimensional

HS
Lu et al.
[201] DI based+LSBM PSNR(1) = 48.98

PSNR(2) = 49.10 2.00 – – –

Wang et al.
[202] HS+Right-left shift 31.92 1.30 – – –

Wang et al.
[203]

DI based
RDH+LSBM

PSNR(1) = 41.00
PSNR(2) = 41.26 2.34 – – –

Ni et al.
[204]

RDH+Pixel value
modification 48.20 0.02 – – Histogram analysis

47.86

6.00 √ √ –Sahu and RDH+Dual layer 48.05
Swain [205] LSBM 46.51

48.14
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4.7 Other ISTs

Recently, authors in [229–311] have devised various ISTs
using strategies like EMD, side match, sudoku, turtle
shell, genetic algorithms, interpolation, pixel pair match-
ing, and 3D steganography, to achieve better HC as well as
imperceptibility. Chang and Tseng [229] suggested a side
match method that finds the correlation between the pix-
els to measures the smoothness or contrast of the region.
Results show that the two-side match strategy offers good
capacity, and four-sidematchmethod offers better SI qual-
ity. This technique is one of the cornerstones for many re-
cent side match based techniques that exist in the litera-
ture. The idea of hiding the secret bits guided by a turtle
shell was first coined in 2014 by Chang et al. [285]. The
turtle shells usually have the shape of a hexagon with
eight different digits (ranging from 0 to 7). These digits
correspond to three bits of secret data each. Then a refer-
ence matrix is constructed using the turtle shell that cov-
ers every position of the matrix. Later the CI pixels are
modified using the reference matrix. Experimental evalua-
tion suggests this technique offers good PSNR compared to
other techniques. Someauthors have alsoutilized the logic
number based puzzle called sudoku for embedding secret
data [306]. Generally, sudoku contains 3×3 sub-blocks con-
taining 1 to 9 digits. Recently, interpolation-based IS tech-
niques were also reported by many authors [235]. Image
interpolation techniques usually scale up the image from
lower to higher resolution. It is seen that the interpolation-
based techniques are more suited for achieving larger HC

and reversibility. The EMD based technique represents the
secret bits in a (2n+1)-ary notational system for n CI pix-
els. This technique is based on the idea that for each set
of n OI pixels, there are 2n possible modifications. Usually,
these techniques observe the maximummodification of ±1
to theOI pixels, and the EMDbased techniques achieve im-
perceptible SI quality. Further, the directions of modifica-
tions are fully exploited; therefore, the chances of achiev-
ing larger HC is also high [298]. Like 2D images, 3D images
can also embed secret data. A 3D image consists of three
domains or coordinates, such as geometrical, topological,
and representation domains [308]. Here the HC is mea-
sured with respect to the embedding bits per vertex of the
OI. Since the 3D image constitutes of a number of points,
therefore, the computational complexity is also high. Re-
cently, many authors have proposed various ISTs using
3D images. Recently, authors in [343] proposed a count-
ing based secret sharing schema using steganography to
further increase the security. In this work, different secret
sharing key sizes of 64-bit, 128-bit, and 256-bit are utilized
to enhance security. An innovative technique for embed-
ding the secret bits in Arabic text with Unicode Standard
seamless is suggested in [344]. Theproposed techniquenot
only improves the HC but can also be widely adopted in re-
lated languages, such as Urdu and Farsi. Some other im-
proved steganography techniques to promote the capac-
ity and security are suggested in [345–348]. Next, Table 14
shows the results of some noteworthy techniques with re-
spect to the considered measures.

Table 14: Analysis of other steganography techniques.

Ref. Techniques adopted Average PSNR (in
dB)

BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

Side match+Pixel Correlation
(Two-sided) 37.38 2.00

– – –Chang and
Tseng [229]

Side match+Pixel Correlation
(Three-sided) 39.98 1.43

Side match+Pixel Correlation
(Four-sided) 43.37 0.88

46.36 1.00

– – –Chang and DE based technique+Multiple-layer 44.14 2.00
Wu [230] embedding. 44.14 3.00

44.15 4.00
Chang et al.

[231] Sudoku based 44.88 1.50 – – Histogram analysis

He et al. [232] Mini-Sudoku matrix+MF 46.37 2.00
√ √

–

Liu et al. [233] DI based+Secret image
sharing+Turtle shell magic matrix

PSNR(1) = 41.94
PSNR(2) = 41.47 2.99 – – –

Lin [234] Pixel difference+Sub image+Pixel
vector 52.44 1.05 – – –
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Table 14: ... continued

Ref. Techniques adopted Average PSNR (in
dB)

BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

Jung and Yoo
[235] Neighbor mean interpolation 39.76 1.71 – – –

Xu et al. [236]

54.29 1.00

– – HCF COMLSBM+Immune programming 47.30 2.00
strategy 41.13 3.00

34.94 4.00
Xia et al. [237] 3D Sudoku 41.28 2.00 – – –

Kuo et al [238] Multi-bit encoding function
51.01 1.25 √

– Bit plane attack43.73 2.25
37.25 3.25

Wazirali et al.
[239] GA+LSBS 45:22 2.00 – – Histograms analysis

Nguyen et
al.[240] Multi bit-planes block data-hiding 46.09 1.50 – – Bit plane analysis

Amirtharajan

17.57 4.00 – –and
Rayappan

[241]

Adaptive Random k-bit embedding
+Adaptive LSBS

Cryptographic
attacks

Younus and
Hussain [242]

RDH+Vigenere cipher+Huffman
coding+EMD 55.75 1.60 – – Chi-square test

Kuo et al.
[243] PVDS+EMD 48.20 1.50 – – –

Kuo et al.
[244] Improved EMD 50.17 1.50 – – –

Kuo and
Wang [245] Generalised EMD 50.17 1.50 – – –

Kuo and Kao Fully EMD 52.38 1.00 – – –[246] 34.82 4.50
Shen and
Huang [247]

Hilbert filling curve+PVDS+any-ary
notation 41.97 1.57

√ √
–

Liu et al. [248] Enhanced generalized EMD 43.07 1.52
√

– –

Exploiting eight modification directions

52.39 1.00

– – –
Kieu and 46.75 2.00
Chang 40.83 3.00
[249] 34.83 4.00

31.70 4.50

Multi-bit LSBS 38.20 2.42 – –

ROC, histograms
analysis, chi-square

Biswas
et al.
[250]

analysis, quantative
steganalysis, SPA,
dual statistical

method, stirmark
analysis

Verma
et al.
[251]

RGB image based steganography 38.74 4.00 – –
Modified weighted

stego-image
steganalysis

Vanmathi and
Prabu [252] FED6+Chaotic method 51.49 0.04 – – Histograms analysis

Wu et al. [253] LSBS+EMD+MPE 45. 14 1.49 – – –

Smart pixel-adjustment policy 43.80 1.98 – –

Null attack, color
Yang and
Wang [254]

quantization, edge
sharpening,

gaussian noise
Chen [255] PVDS+Pixel pair matching 47.30 1.66 –

√
Chi-square analysis
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Table 14: ... continued

Ref. Techniques adopted Average PSNR (in
dB)

BPP ARA to
RS

analysis

ARA to
PDH

analysis

ARA to any other
steganalysis

Muhammad
et al. [256] Magic LSBS+Encryption 44.58 1.50 – – –

5 Steganography and steganalysis
towards machine learning

With the rapid growth in the field of artificial intelligence,
many steganographers move towards ML-based steganog-
raphy and steganalysis [312]. It is too early to speak about
whether a trainedmodel can be really helpful in regards to
hiding and recovering information from the digital object
accurately. However, recently some researchers proved
that it is possible for machines to hide the secret message
in a digital image. Until now, the count of such techniques
that use ML-based algorithms like CNN, artificial neural
network, recurrent neural network, and deep learning are
very few.But, these algorithms canbe efficiently utilized as
the steganalysis tools to analyze the hidden contents from
the image [313]. They can capture the convoluted depen-
dencies among the pixels to analyze and identify the pres-
ence of secret bits. Therefore, these ML-based steganalysis
techniques pose a big challenge to the heuristic or conven-
tional ISTs. The conventional ISTs are well handcrafted,
but they are heuristic. It means a certain level of exper-
tise is required to understand where and how exactly to
embed the secret bits. Conversely, with minimum effort,
deep learning based CNNs can accomplish this. The only
thing here is to design the structure of the encoder and de-
coder. For example, the artificial neural network can effec-
tively identify the optimal embedding location in an image.
Therefore, in thenear future, it is expected that the fight be-
tween steganography and steganalysis is going to be the
fight between the neural networks. Further, it is also ex-
pected that the trained AI models can perform the embed-
ding and extraction on their own when they are trained
with supplying necessary features or inputs. Therefore,
this can reduce human intervention for performing the em-
bedding and extraction to a greater extent in the coming
future. Therefore, ML-based techniques are promising to
pay great attention to achieve a lot of wonders in the ste-
ganalysis domain.

Baluja [314] implemented LSBS and matrix coding-
based data hiding technique using feed-forward neural
networks to achieve enhanced capacity. Here the encoder

network can hide an image inside the OI to produce the
CI, and the decoder network can produce the complete hid-
den image from theCI. However, the robustness of the tech-
nique has not been verified. In [315], a two-stage authen-
tication based deep steganography and matrix encoding
technique has been proposed. Here, the secret message is
not directly embedded in the pixels of the OI. Therefore,
the distortion in the CI is significantly less than other exist-
ing techniques. Primarily, the objective of this schema is to
improve identity authentication. An invisible steganogra-
phy technique associating generative adversarial network
and mixed loss function has been suggested in [316]. Here,
a secret image is embedded in the original color image
of equal size. However, to obtain imperceptible CI, the se-
cret bits are embedded only in the Y channel, which do
not carry any color-related features of the image. A U-Net
CNN structure-based IST with two different networks such
as hidden and extraction networks has been proposed in
[317]. Using the hidden network, the sender embeds the se-
cret image in an OI, and the receiver extracts the SI from
the CI to obtain the SI. The resulting CI does not exhibit
any visual cues to the outsider.

A coverless IST using the generative model has been
proposed in [318]. The generativemodel takes the SI as the
input and produces a new image that is independent of
SI. Since the generated image has no relation with the SI,
this technique does not give any indication of the SI to the
intruder. In order to find the optimal embedding location
and, therefore, to reduce the CI distortion, the authors in
[319] devised a novel extreme learningmachine technique.
Also, the extreme learning technique has been trained by
considering the smooth and texture features of the OI to
produce larger HC. A trained neural network model using
a generative adversarial network that can embed the secret
bits without embedding has been suggested in [320]. Here,
the secret bits aremapped to a noise vector and then based
on the training data set. The receiver can then extract the
secret bits from the CI. Various ML-based ISTs have been
suggested by the authors in [321–325]. A CNNmodel based
steganalysis that can learn the complex relationships and
the dependency among the pixels has been proposed by
Qian et al. [326]. TheML and deep learning-based steganal-
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ysis techniques can effectively expose conventional ISTs.
In this regard, the authors in [327–342] have suggested var-
ious steganalysis techniques in the recent literature.

6 Open challenges and future
directions

The biggest challenge for a steganographer is to devise a
steganography technique that can achieve a fair trade-off
between the HC, imperceptibility, and security. Although
some of the researchers devised excellent steganography
techniques, these techniques are found to be exposed to
one or more forms of steganalysis. Practically, there is no
such steganography technique available that can achieve
the aforementioned properties. Since these properties are
mutually exclusive with each other, therefore, concentrat-
ing on one property can lead to expose the others. So, this
is still an open challenge to researchers. It would be inter-
esting to see how far the war between steganography and
steganalysis can go on. After reviewing the literature in IS,
the author has made the following recommendations that
could be the promising directions in the coming days.

1. Today, the availability of high configuration compu-
tational setup is not an issue anymore. Therefore, us-
ing the powerful deep convolutional generative ad-
versarial network models with proper training data
sets, higher HC and robust ISTs can be produced.

2. Steganography alone cannot achieve authentica-
tion. So, the compound of encryption, watermark-
ing, and steganography techniques can be an ideal
option to fulfil this objective. Since encryption
makes it harder for the opponent to guess, water-
marking can even locate the tampered area, and
steganographymakes theobject invisible. Therefore,
the author strongly advocates combining them to
achieve HC, better imperceptibility, and better secu-
rity.

3. Another promising direction in this field is 3D IS. By
far, most of the works that have been reported in
this field use 2D images. Generally, 2D images are ob-
jects with two dimensions (breadth and height). By
contrast, 3D images have three dimensions (breadth,
height and depth). Therefore, the use of 3D images
can significantly increase the hiding ratio over 2D
images due to its additional dimension. Due to the
nature of complexity in 3D images, very few at-
tempts were made by the researchers to embed the
secret bits in 3D images. However, these techniques

are found to be superior to that of conventional ISTs
that uses 2D images. Therefore, the author strongly
advocates the use of 3D images for data embedding
to improve HC in the future.

4. It is found that adaptive ISTs focus more on the tex-
ture regions of the image for embedding more se-
cret bits andneglecting the smoother regions. In this
process, the HC is sacrificed. It will be exciting to
see how an improved technique can raise the HC
without causing any distortion in the non-edge or
smooth images.

7 Conclusions
This paper provides an extensive review of various im-
age steganography and steganalysis techniques in the spa-
tial domain. In addition, the taxonomy of image steganog-
raphy techniques and the performance evaluation met-
rics are also discussed. Also, the results of various image
steganography techniques with respect to the three dia-
metrically opposed steganographic metrics are reported.
Further, the existing issues and promising future scopes
are also highlighted. Finally, in this era of digitization,
steganography and steganalysis both are flourishing at a
faster pace. Therefore, the author believes the proposed
paper can support many researchers in not only under-
standing the background details of image steganography
but also taking their ideas forward.
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